
Simplifying lab 
informatics for  
the love of science.
Scientific complexity has never been 
greater, with more complex molecules, 
operational processes, data sets, and 
more. Unfortunately, many of today’s lab 
informatics solutions are disconnected 
from scientific realities, leaving scientists 
wanting and needing more.

At Sapio, we know that solving lab informatics starts with making life 
easier for the scientist. That’s why we deliver a science-awareTM platform 
that is simple to configure, effortless to use, and easy to love. Our 
solutions remove layers of complexity between scientists and their work, 
with drag-and-drop workflows, no-code configurability, built-in scientific 
tools, and the contextual data needed to make a real difference. 

Here are some of the ways our platform can drive new levels of productivity and insight in your lab.

Discover what’s possible with Sapio.
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Our clients experience:Realize the benefits 

rapidly. Because 
science can’t wait. 

Single, no-code platform 
to build your workflow,  
your way. 

Living knowledge graph 
that is science-awareTM, 
fully contextualized, and 
designed for action. 

Pre-built workflows for 
NGS, bioanalysis, stability, 
bioprocessing, in vivo 
studies, and more to hit 
the ground running. 

Built-in scientific tools  
for CRISPR editing, plasmid 
design, flow cytometry,  
3D plating, and more. 

Collaborative workspace 
that enables scientists 
to work on the same 
experiment in real-time.

Seamless connectivity 
across your LIMS, electronic 
lab notebook, and scientific 
data management solution.
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Ready to see how Sapio  
can simplify life in the lab for you? 
Request a demo at sapiosciences.com/request-demo. 

The Sapio Platform

Samples    |    Containers    |    Structured Data    |    Materials Reagents    |    Storage    |    Instrument Data    |    Documents

LIMS
The platform 

scientists want.

Jarvis
The data scientists 
can’t live without. 

ELN
The tool 

scientists love.
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Out-of-the-box Applications

Platform Components

The Sapio Platform
The world’s first true Lab Triple Play.

ELN LIMS Jarvis

Sapio delivers the only science-awareTM platform on the market, built  
to support your lab workflows from start to finish. With a powerful LIMS, 
ELN, and data integration solution in one, unified platform, Sapio  
empowers you to work at the speed of science. 

An electronic lab 
notebook that works 
the way scientists do.

A no-code LIMS 
for scientists, not 

software engineers.

A scalable data 
solution made for 
modern science.

“ The reason we had Sapio as 
the leader by far was their 
flexibility. They were able to fit 
the system to meet site-specific 
needs, or even implement 
something across the company 
that can change on a site-
specific basis.” 

-Senior Director, CRO

“ On the biology side, you 
have complicated assays, 
fluorescence markers, etc. 
That’s why we went with Sapio. 
The process of getting raw 
data into the system was much 
easier than other solutions.” 

-Director, Small Biotech

“ Sapio did an exceptional job 
during the implementation 
process, and communication 
was really good. We had daily 
conversations with them and 
put forth a plan to implement it 
in 16 weeks.” 

-Scientific Leader, Large Pharma

Pharma and  
biotech leaders  
who want more 
from lab informatics 
choose Sapio.

The clients we are proud to serve


